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a b s t r a c t

According to the theory of classic thermodynamics, any transformation is driven by the decrease of Gibbs
free energy of the system. Solidification pertains to the first order transformation and obeys this basic
law. The Gibbs free energy of the condensed phases of metals and alloys is closely related to the tem-
perature and composition of the system. Thus we can describe rapid solidification process in a more
precise way by using quantitative thermodynamic calculation. In combination with solidification kinetics
theory, we calculated the evolution of the thermodynamic parameters during rapid solidification process.
On this basis, we proposed a criterion for the end point of recalescence process and built a physical
model for describing rapid solidification process and predicting recalescence temperatures of under-
cooled melts. Good agreement can be achieved between the present model prediction and experimental
data.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

From the perspective of kinetics, rapid solidification of under-
cooled melts is a first order transformation and can be divided in
to three basic physical processes, i.e. nucleation, growth and im-
pingement of crystals [1–3]. Crystal nuclei can form continuously
due to the structure and composition fluctuations in bulk under-
cooled melts. Once the sizes of these nuclei exceed the critical size,
a large number of nucleation events would occur and then the
undercooled melt starts recalescence. Rapid solidification of un-
dercooled melts is a spontaneous heat releasing process. In such
conditions, the temperature and composition of the melt ahead of
the liquid/solid interface would change with the increase of the
solid fraction, which would influence the subsequent solidification
kinetics and microstructural transformation process. Therefore, it
appears especially important to use kinetic models to describe the
kinetics of rapid solidification process. Effective kinetic description
of solidification process is helpful for the researchers to describe
the variation of solidification parameters, e.g. the recalescence
temperatures of undercooled melts.

2. Experimental procedures

Ni-20 at%Cu alloy samples were prepared by in situ melting
pure Ni pieces (99.9% purity) and pure Cu pieces (99.99 wt% pur-
ity) under the protection of argon (Ar) atmosphere in a vacuum
chamber. Ni-20 at%Cu alloy samples have an 8 mm diameter and a
height of 1 cm. A high purity quartz crucible containing the alloy
sample was placed in the center of an induction coil. The melting
process was conducted in the vacuum chamber. The experimental
details are referred to Ref. [4]. The cooling curves of the melts were
measured by an infrared pyrometer, which was calibrated with a
standard PtRh30-/PtRh6 thermocouple, and possesses are relative
accuracy of 73 K and a response time of 5 ms.

3. Recalescence temperature

At the end moment of rapid solidification, the recalescence
temperature of an undercooled melt will reach a maximum value.
In the early researches, Walker [2] and Hindmarsh [5] observed in
undercooled Ni and H2o that the maximum recalescence tem-
peratures TR can reach the liquidus TL. Thus, it is generally con-
sidered that TR is TL. However, in recent a large number of un-
dercooling experiments [2–12], it is found that TR cannot reach TL.
In order to predict TR in a quantitative way, assuming that the
recalescence process is in adiabatic conditions, Piccone [13] first
suggested that TR can be calculated from the perspective of equi-
librium thermodynamic phase diagram.
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where CS and CL are the equilibrium compositions of liquid and
solid phases at TR. C0 is the initial composition of the alloy. fs is the
solid fraction at TR and can be expressed as
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where ΔHf is the molar fusion enthalpy of the alloy, TN the nu-
cleation temperature where solidification starts, molar fusion en-
thalpy of the alloy,CP the molar thermal capacity. Generally, the
recalescence time is very short and the amount of heat releasing
during solidification is much larger than that dissipated to sur-
rounding. Thus, the assumption that recalescence process is in
adiabatic conditions made by Piccone is reasonable. However,
there are weaknesses in Piccone's model. For example, the solid
composition at TR is calculated according to the equilibrium phase
diagram is unreasonable, because the diffusion in solid is much
slower than that in liquid and cannot reach the equilibrium
composition.

Considering the weaknesses of Piccone's model, Vedovato [14]
investigated the rapid solidification behavior of undercooled dro-
plets in atomization experiment and suggested that TR should be
in the interval between the temperatures determined by Scheil
equation and Lever rule, which can be
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According to the energy conservation law, the temperature of
the system varies as
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where ρ is density. Φ is cooling rate. Considering that fs is a
function of T, Eq. (7) can be rearranged as
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We can obtain expressions of ∂f/∂T according to Scheil equation
and Lever rule. Then we can obtain the temperature curves by
Scheil equation and Lever rule after substitution of ∂f/∂T into Eq.
(9). According to the assumption made by Vedovato [14], TR should
be in the interval of the temperatures obtained by Scheil equation
and Lever rule. Lever rule is used in equilibrium conditions, i.e. the
solute can diffuse homogeneously in the solid phase. While Scheil
equation is used under the assumption that the solute cannot
diffuse in the solid phase. Obviously, these two cases represent

two extreme conditions of solute diffusion in the solid phase re-
spectively, which cannot happen in real conditions. Thus, TR
should be between the temperatures obtained by Scheil equation
and Lever rule. Fig. 1 gives calculated temperature curves of un-
dercooled Ni-20 at%Cu alloys by Scheil equation and Lever rule
according to Vedovato's model. The physical parameters used in
the calculation are listed in Table 1. Fig. 1 also gives the tem-
perature curve of rapid solidification of Ni-20 at%Cu alloy with
undercooling of about 110 K. It is clear that TR is lower than that
the prediction of Vedovato's model. The reason could be that both
Scheil equation and Lever rule are mainly considering solute seg-
regation, while during real rapid solidification process, lattice de-
fects such as dislocations can be introduced into the rapidly
formed crystals. There is stored energy due to these defects in the
system, therefore the latent heat released during solidification will
be decreased and this make TR be lower than the prediction of the
model.

Hindmarsh [5] investigated rapid solidification of undercooled
melt and suggested that the composition of the residual liquid
during recalescence had a strong influence of TR. Thus, if we can
calculate the solid concentration during recalescence and the
weakness in Piccone's model can be corrected.

The Gibbs free energy difference of the liquid and solid phases
provides the driving force for transformation. Thus, accurate
quantitative thermodynamic calculation can help us to compre-
hend the rapid solidification process better. As Ni-20 at%Cu alloy is
a solid solution alloy, we can use the sub-regular model to calcu-
late the Gibbs free energy of the phases
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where xNi and xCu are molar fraction of Ni and Cu. GCu
j0 and GNi

j0 are

standard chemical potential of Ni and Cu. Gex
j is the excess free

Gibbs energy. The driving force of transformation can be expressed
as

Δ = − ( )G G G 11L S

where GL and GS are Gibbs free energy of liquid and solid phases
respectively.

Using the thermodynamic parameters listed in Table 2, we
calculated the Gibbs free energy variations of the liquid and solid
phases of Ni-20 at%Cu alloys at temperatures of 1665 K, 1675 K,
1679 K and 1683 K respectively. 1665 K is the experimental max-
imum recalescence temperature. 1675 K and 1679 K is calculated
by Scheil equation and Lever rule according to Vedovato's model
[14]. 1683 K is the equilibrium liquidus temperature of Ni-20 at%Cu
alloys.

As temperature increasing, the activity of atoms will enhance

Fig. 1. Cooling curves for Ni-20 at%Cu alloys with different solidification modes.
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